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CROSSREF is a tool to assist a user in obtaining information
about the contents of a library which was generated with a
BUILD statement on the CRAY Computer under the CRAY OPERATING
SYSTEM (COS). It develops several alphabetized listings and
tables which yield information about each member of a
library. It also produces statistics about the library.
1.2 FEATURES
CROSSREF produces the following:
1. List of all modules contained within a library.
2. Summary table by modules containing module size,
module ENTRY POINTS, referenced COMMONS and required
EXTERNALS.
3. List of all ENTRY POINTS.
4. List of UNSATISFIED EXTERNALS.
5. Summary table of ENTRY POINTS and optionally
EXTERNALS.
6. List of COMMONs.
7. Summary table of COMMONS.
S. Table of Statistics
9. Table of Contents
10. Optionally allows output to be formatted to 8 1/2





2.1 IRM DATA STRL"TCTURE
The input data is the last record of a library file which was
geneara.ted by COS when the library was generated with a BUILD
statement in the CRAY's JCL. T%e user has no control over
this last record but will ACCESS it as shown in the Usage
section of this document. For more information regarding this
record see CRAY document COS Table Description (Internal
Reference. Manual SM-0045 under the loader directory table
~DFT")
2.2 Q TPUT FILE STRUCTURE
Printed fists and tables are the only forms of output from
this program. It requires an output device which is capable



























lowing limitations of its internal tables:
modules per library.
ENTRY POINTS and/car EXTERNALS per
GOMMONs per library.
ENTRY POIN ,is and/or EXTERNALs per mcdule.
COMMONS per module.
3.2 TIMING CONSI;)ERATIONS
No absolute benchmarks for timing of CROSSREF have been
established. However, using the CRAY default of eight
seconds should under normal conditions, be more than







CROSSREF normally defaults to format its output on eleven (11)
inch vertical paper of sixty one (61) lines and 132 characters
wide. Also, it defaults to exclude CRAY systems EXTERNALS in
its lists and summaries (i.e., modules with special characters
in the name) .
The above defaults can be overridden by setting sense
switches. They are:
SWITCH 1 ON to include CRAY systems EXTFRNALs.
SWITCH 2 ON to format the output for eight and one half
(8 1/2) inch vertical paper of fifty one (51) lines and
132
characters wide.
SWITCH 3 ON to format the output to a CRT. (80
characters wide by 24 lines vertical).
4.2 EXAMPLES OF JOE CONTROL LAN GUAGE
In the following examples:
eod - Cards use 7 /8/9 in column one.
Mercury or Jupiter VAX use /EOF.
VAX's except Jupiter or Mercury use MOR.
eoi - Cards use 6/7/8/9 in column one.
Mercury or Jupiter VAX use /EOF.
VAX's except Jupitor Mercury uae %%EOF.
4
ixample A:















To list information contained within a library fromatted





















All error messages appear in the CRAY systems logfile. When
an error is encountered, the job aborts.
ERROR WRONG TYPE INPUT
Will be displeyed when a library file was not ACCESSed,
positioned with SKIPF, SKIPD and COPYF• or ASSIGNed
correctly. Sea the JCL section.
All other error messages are of the form:
XXX
TABLE OVERFLOW
Where XXX is the table which exceeded the limits stated




SAMPLE PRINTOU.' 	 i	 `.D FOR 11 1/.:" paper
Printout from CROSSREF when set up for elevwn inch
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SKMPLE PRINTOUT FORMATTED FOR CRT DISPLAY CROSSREr
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